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quite knows to this day how it happened—made them open fire
without orders on casual promenaders. In the course of
a quarter of an hour some hundreds of persons—including
a number of women and children—were killed. That ended
all resistance in Paris, There were disturbances here and there
in the provinces; but the new Government claimed that these
were the beginning of a communist jacquerie^ and thus gained
the support of public opinion for ruthless measures of repression.
Twenty-five thousand persons were arrested, of whom ten
thousand were deported, practically without trial. Repub-
licanism, thus deprived of its leaders, remained cowed and
disorganised for a decade.
Thus the " Prince-President" was left master of the situation;
and so weary was the nation of revolution and counter-revolu-
tion that when the promised plebiscite was held they approved
the new regime by 7,500,000 votes to 650,000. And, as with
the first Napoleon, it proved but a short and easy step from this
dictatorship to the Imperial crown. The President prepared
the way by recalling in his speeches the glories of the First
Empire. He restored the Imperial eagles to the regiments of
the army and was hailed by the troops with cries of " Vive
PEmpereur! " Within a year of the coup £etat the Senate—
which under the revised constitution he had himself nominated
—invited him to become hereditary " Emperor of the French,"
and he assumed the title of napoleon III.1 And the people
of France endorsed this action by a more overwhelming
majority than ever.
1 The fact that he called himself Napoleon III was not a claim to
" legitimacy." He fully recognised the legality of his immediate pre-
decessors ; but he claimed that the young " King of Rome " had reigned
for a few days after the abdication of Napoleon I (§ 79).

